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Faster ACH and Dogged Fraud

 technology payments fraud protection

Summary: Digital payment channels are becoming faster and more convenient

but fraud is a big concern. What your bank should know.

A new study by UK researchers looked at people who are bitten by dogs. It surfaced some interesting

information, such as: people are usually bitten by dogs they don't know vs. their own dog; men are almost 2x

more likely to be bitten than women; people who own multiple dogs are over 3x more likely to get bitten than

those wo do not own a dog; there are about 18.7 dog bites out of every 1,000 people in a given year; and

people who have anxiety or are nervous are more likely to get bitten than those who are calm. Now that you

know the facts, enjoy all of the good dogs, as you seek to avoid those 18.7 ill-tempered ones running around

out there. Woof!

Digital channels are becoming faster and more convenient to use and that is nothing to bark at. After all, this is

good news for community bank customers and community banks too. That said, there are some risks as well.

A recent survey by Aite Group found new digital innovations in payments are making it more difficult for banks

to keep up with fraud detection. When asked about the impact of same-day automatic clearing house (ACH),

person-to-person (P2P) payments, and other innovations, 42% of banks said the new methods were having

significant impacts on fraud detection. Another 5% said it was having a major impact and 33% said they were

seeing no impact.

The results are based on a 2017 survey of 28 fraud and digital channel executives at banks with more than

$25B in assets. If those large banks were having trouble keeping pace with fraudsters roaming their digital

channels, you can bet the problem exists among community banks too.

Not surprising, digital business methods that are fast and convenient seem to be especially attractive to cyber

crooks. The slower, traditional ACH methods can take four or five days to clear a transaction, leaving a bank

time to thoroughly examine it for potential fraud. However, same-day ACH can turn around a transaction in as

little as two hours. That's barely time for a bank to start its fraud detection process, much less uncover a

questionable transaction. No wonder bank security experts are predicting a rise in fraud attacks against banks

as transaction clearance speed accelerates.

Why the hurry to clear transactions? In a word, demand. One bank security consultant offered several reasons

behind the demand for speed. Business accounting departments want faster clearance of payroll checks.

Businesses want faster clearance of business-to-business payments and customers want faster money

transfers between accounts. In short, parties to a transaction would rather not wait days to see payments

cleared if it's possible to do so the same day.

There are a number of things that can reveal fraudsters at work, some of which you may recognize. For

example, if a customer who has a history of transferring $1,000 between accounts, suddenly issues a transfer

of $5,000, that can be an issue. In another example, a newly opened account that is quickly funded and used

to make a large withdrawal might be the work of thieves as well.
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To fight the rise in fraud attempts that is predicted with the rise of same-day ACH and fast P2P payments,

community banks should evaluate their security systems regularly. Detection methods must keep pace with

the rapid turnaround of same-day payments and that is not an easy task. No matter what, transactions are

speeding up as technology advances, so get some good guard dogs to keep the thieves away.

HEDGING SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY BANKS

Community bankers seeing long-term fixed rate demand from business clients can transform payments into a

floating rate on their books using Borrowers' Loan Protection (BLP).
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